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Comments: Below are our comments on the project components, we at Gastineau Guiding Company, a current

permit holder within the MGRA, did not find one Alternative to be absolute, therefore we are commenting on the

project components:

Project components:

Expanded Parking &amp; Improved Access - For us, this is the most difficult Project Component to comment on.

The components include a circulator/Shuttle, filling the zip zag pond 2,500 sq ft to 20,000 Sq Ft, limited coach

arrival and departure areas

Commercial Bus Parking-

*Not sure why part of the lot is unpaved, possibly for winter snow dumping?  Winter Snow dumping for the CBJ is

a great cooperative community agreement the forest service has with the CBJ.  However, the CBJ should be

required to remove the snow pile prior to May 1.  In 2021 the snow pile was super large and would have been

impossible to park commercial buses in the lot in a "normal season."

*We like having the commercial drop off areas next to the Welcome Center and the bus arrival/departure staging

in Alternatives 2, 3 &amp; 4

*We used to be in favor of an electric circulator; however, after many discussions and debates we have changed

our minds and believe it will be more inconvenient with very little gain.  Therefore we no longer support the

circulator for commercial use.

*Filling in the manmade Zig Zag ponds, these don't seem to have Hugh public support.  We would suggest the

least filling options (2,500 Sq ft) and offering mitigation.

*If the forest service is considering increasing commercial use capacity, then the existing commercial parking lot

will need to be expanded as well.

 

Parking and Access Expansion Public Parking-

*We are in favor of all the satellite parking in Alternatives 2-4 Powerline trailhead, Crystal Lake and Dredge

Lakes.  

*As part of the goal of reducing vehicle traffic, increasing parking can help, it prevents people from driving around

in circles.

*Again, having the most public parking, and Commercial drop-off and Pick-up staging next to Welcome Center

with the least amount of pond fill.

New Welcome Center - 

*Location -- We are in favor of the "Step and Gap" Scheme in Alternative 5, as well as Alternatives 2-4 for the

Welcome Center near the Lakeshore.  Replacing the underutilized Pavilion with the Lakeshore glacier view

Welcome Center accomplishes the Forest Service goal of spreading out visitors and gives a nice warm and dry

place to sit and enjoy the glacier view especially for elderly locals and visitors.  Hopefully the Welcome Center

will have at least limited Winter hours (maybe weekends) giving locals and visitors a warm place to view the

Glacier, watch their children play on the frozen lake and enjoy their "Pie".   The "Hill" and "Remote" scheme may

be underutilized since they do not have a glacier view, they may have a nice view of the lake or forest but, seeing

the glacier is why people go to the glacier.  

*Photo Point Loop-we are in favor of all options in Alternatives 2-6

Visitor Center Improvements

*We are in favor of all options in Alternatives 2-7

 

Glacier Spur Road Trailheads - we are in favor of all options in Alternatives 2-7.

Lakeshore Trail-We are in favor of alternatives 5-7

Steep Creek Trail Expansion-We are in favor of alternatives 3, 4 and 6.

Steep Creek Trail Expansion- Dipper Falls-We are in favor of improvements in alternatives 2-7



Boat Docks and Related Support Facilities-We are in favor of floating docks east, west and remote glacier sites,

launch ramps on the West side, and landing areas, Primitive seasonal removable bathrooms, for non- motorized

and electric or alternative fueled vessels. 

West Glacier Unit Trails-We support alternatives 2-7

 


